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Environmental psychology. Turquoise blue color for serenity and clear thoughts, sparks of yellow and orange to bring

happiness and vibrancy. Classical music to enhance creativity. The use of high ceilings for divergent thinking. Smooth

textures to avoid distraction and allow light reflectivity.

Space Morphology. Flexible spaces with moving walls, storage able to keep a clear space that encourages movement

and games. Natural light and nature-driven views. A space that is functional on its own but adds senses engagement

when using AI app for learning.

Cognitive aspects: Furniture that allows kids to share and socialize (round tables), materials available for different types

of intelligence ( Trolleys filled with materials that can be pulled out depending on the kid-specific abilities)

Technology. as an aid for busting creativity and learning. A learning app as an integrated system that’s able to interact

with the children. The use of projectors, speakers, microphones. Simple objects are the trampoline and the triggers for

interaction.

 

 

Discovery Osmosis is a canvas for the imagination. The aim of this project is to provide kids and teachers with a multi-

sensorial space, adding technology as a tool for exploration and encouraging minds to envision unlimited scenarios.

 

By incorporating technology into immersive spaces, we are expanding the place and time constraints in order to create

unimaginable futures. Sound, smell, touch, taste are available for kids to experiment with. With the use of AI buildings are

now able to provide tangible outputs to human environments. The capability of word recognition and image recognition

is a powerful tool to expand the discovery and knowledge of the world.

 

“Space is the third teacher” -Loris Malaguzzi. 

 

Discovery Osmosis was created by applying the design thinking methodology. Desk research and interviews with art

therapists and preschool teachers were needed to understand the true needs of a nursery. Once the main insights were

collected, the ideation process was narrowed down by using good practices related to education. The prototypes of this

space included a series of iterations that pursued the selection of the right proportions and materials.

 

“In my experience, technology is a way to develop education, it brings new possibilities for stimulation and creation"

Carolina Caridad, Teacher, Psychologist, and Art Therapist. 

 

The scope of this project was divided into four major areas of action:

 

 

 

 

 

 The Discovery osmosis is a space to learn through the senses, to practice the art of freedom. It's a place that becomes alive

through the kid's storytelling.
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Spaces for creativity


